
This weekâ€™s featured exhibitions:assume vivid astro focus (a.v.a.f.) at HussenotSenga Nengudi at SprÃ¼th MagersMargaret Lee at LA MAISON DE RENDEZ-VOUSKate Spencer Stewart at Park View/Paul
SotoRenÃ©e Green at BortolamiAustin Lee at Peres ProjectsFriederike MayrÃ¶cker at Galerie nÃ¤chst St. Stephan Rosemarie SchwarzwÃ¤lderHannah Weinberger at FitzpatrickDalton Paula at Alexander and
BoninPieter Schoolwerth at Friedrich Petzel GalleryJosefine Reisch at Noah KlinkMatthew Langan-Peck at Edouard MontassutMaija Peeples-Bright at Parker GalleryHave an excellent week.The post Week in Review:
October 11, 2020 first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Maija Peeples-BrightVenue:Â Parker Gallery, Los AngelesExhibition Title:Â beautiFOALDate: September 13 â€“ October 31, 2020Click here to view
slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Parker Gallery, Los AngelesPress Release:Parker Gallery is proud to present its first solo exhibition with
legendary Funk and Nut artist Maija Peeples-Bright. The works on view range from 1964 to 2020, surveying over fifty-five years of highly inventive paintings, sculptures and works on paper that take the animal kingdom as
its primary subject. The exhibition is accompanied by the artistâ€™s first comprehensive monograph, featuring nearly two hundred color illustrations and newly commissioned essays by Cat Kron and Michael
Duncan.Known for her vivacious compositions bustling with animals of all kinds, Peeples-Brightâ€™s richly detailed works epitomize horror vacui, filled to the brim with tessellations of â€œbeastiesâ€• forming surreal
landscapes and interiors in striking impasto. Following a fortuitous art course taught by the influential artist William T. Wiley at UC Davis in 1963, Peeples-Bright switched her major from mathematics to art, dedicating her
life to creative pursuits from that moment on. She graduated with a masters degree in 1965 and moved into a rambling Victorian on Steiner Street in San Francisco with her husband at the time, poet David Zack. With
friends and passers-by, she painted the houseâ€™s elaborate facade using every color of Dutch Boy house paint. Dubbed the Rainbow House for its eccentric exterior, it became an important gathering place for Bay
Area artists including Wiley, Joan Brown, Roy De Forest, Bruce Conner, and Manuel Neri. The Rainbow House was even a shortly-lived San Francisco outpost of Adeliza McHughâ€™s Candy Store Gallery in Folsom,
California.The earliest work on viewâ€”Untitled (Nude Model at UC Davis) (1964)â€”is a rare portrait of a seated nude. Featuring bold gestural marks, the subject sits in a classic pose reminiscent of Auguste Rodinâ€™s
The Thinker. Nearly every other work in the artistâ€™s oeuvre features some variety of animal including but not limited to: dogs, flamingos, camels, bats, rhinos, ponies, penguins and pandas, all lovingly referred to by the
artist as â€œbeasties.â€• In Woofâ€™s Eternal Flamingo Flames (1977), the artistâ€™s long-haired cocker-dachshund is set against a background of flamingoes, the latterâ€™s lanky physique drawing the eye upwards.
In Jaguar Jasper with Jacana Jockeys and Jasmine (1988), the titular species is repeated throughout the composition in complex striations.The artist approaches her ceramic sculptures with the same level of ingenuity.
Often creating animal hybrids, they employ wordplay and puns, flecked with elements of the absurd. Take Corgi-Pede (2005): an extra long hound with four additional sets of legs, or Dog Dolphin (2004), which fuses a
mammal of the land with one of the sea. Throughout her work, the artist has maintained a highly individual and sincere approach to her subjects, shaping her magical visions into playful, raucous compositions.Maija
Peeples-Bright (b. 1942 in Riga, Latvia) lives and works in Rocklin, CA. Recent solo exhibitions include those held at Nicelle Beauchene, New York (2019); Guerrero Gallery, San Francisco, CA (2018); b. sakata garo,
Sacramento, CA (2017); Transmission Gallery, Oakland, CA (2016); and the Marin Museum of Contemporary Art, Novato, CA (2014). Her work has been included in numerous group exhibitions, including Strange,
Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive, Berkeley, CA (2019); Landscape Without Boundaries: Selections from the Jan Shrem and Maria Manetti Shrem Museum of Art, curated by Dan Nadel, Manetti Shrem
Museum of Art, Davis, CA (2019); Go Away Road, organized by Adrianne Rubenstein, Loyal, Stockholm, Sweden (2019); and The Candy Store, Parker Gallery, Los Angeles, CA (2018). Her work is included in many
public collections, including the Canadian Clay and Glass Gallery, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada; Cincinnati Art Museum, Cincinnati, OH; Crocker Art Museum, Sacramento, CA; Manetti Shrem Museum of Art, Davis, CA;
Minneapolis Institute of Art, Minneapolis, MN; and Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive, Berkeley, CA, among others.Link: Maija Peeples-Bright at Parker GalleryThe post Maija Peeples-Bright at Parker Gallery
first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Matthew Langan-PeckVenue:Â Edouard Montassut, ParisExhibition Title:Â Four Ways, lâ€™amour gagneDate: September 11 â€“ October 24, 2020Note: A sound work
from the exhibition can be found here Red/Green Problem, 21 mins loop, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Edouard
Montassut, Paris. Photos by Gina Folly.Press Release:Ã‰douard Montassut is pleased to present Four Ways, lâ€™amour gagne, an exhibition of new work by Matthew Langan-Peck. The exhibition, which is the
artistâ€™s second at the gallery, was scheduled to open one week after the Easter holiday but was postponed due to the Covid-19 global pandemic.Langan-Peckâ€™s previous presentation, in September of 2016,
enlisted nearly ten inflatable and bent nail sculptures to take aim at notions of American heteropatriotism and the family values it enforces. Despite this effort, shortly after the exhibitionâ€™s close Donald Trump won the
United States presidential election; a surprise victory that has destroyed relationships, disrupted notions of linear political progress, and destabilized the American democracy. Now, on the eve of another high-stakes
election, Langan-Peck seems to sing a different tune.The galleryâ€™s courtyard entrance welcomes visitors with an homage to a viral political yard sign that begins with the phrase â€œIN THIS HOUSE WE
BELIEVE:â€•. Inside, four large eggs are casually scattered into the corners of the room. The eggs are painted in a range of colorsâ€”one is a gorgeous pearlescent white, another a naturalistic freckled brown, and two in
the back don exuberant patterns drawn from an American holiday craft blog. Is the organizing principle a collection of political ideals? A symbolic narrative? A study in contrasts? These questions spoil the meditative
atmosphere of the room. The eggs rest quietly in low light, seeming to turn away and loop inward. Problems of transmissionâ€”intention, messaging, and impactâ€”lie at their hollow core.Matthew Langan-Peck (b. 1988,
US) lives and works in New York. Recent exhibitions include: Arrows, Francesca Pia, Zurich (curated by Eva Svennung), 2020 ; Avengers: Someone Left the Cake Out In the Rain, Reena Spaulings, Los Angeles, 2019 ;
Dicke Luft, Galerie Bernhard, Zurich (curated by Tenzing Barshee), 2019 ; CONDO New York hosting dÃ©pendance, Brussels, Queer Thoughts, New York, 2019 ; Mercy Pictures, Auckland, New Zealand, 2019 ; Doyers,
New York (organized by Michael Callies), 2018 ; Sancho Panza, Oracle, Berlin, 2018.Link: Matthew Langan-Peck at Edouard MontassutThe post Matthew Langan-Peck at Edouard Montassut first appeared on
Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Josefine ReischVenue:Â Noah Klink, BerlinExhibition Title:Â FramingDate: August 29 â€“ October 31, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link
available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Noah Klink, BerlinPress Release:Galerie Noah Klink is pleased to present Framing, the second solo show of Josefine Reisch with the gallery. At the core of the
exhibition is a series of paintings. This series is an amalgamation of her work on life-sized cut-out sheets and Josefineâ€™s research into biography and historiography. The paintings purport a relationship between the
picture frame of a portrait and the sitterâ€˜s profile. In this case the profile can be understood as the side view of a face as well as reputation and legacy.Picture frames inhabit a world between decorative arts and
architecture and therefore are subject to changes in style and taste. Consequently frames were often changed to match the decor or to fit in with the prevailing trends. The framing of a historical character over time is
subject to changes in style, taste, but also ideology and zeitgeist influence the way in which a story is told. Being interested in the constitution of icons Reisch takes picture frames of portrait paintings as a starting point to
examine and thus highlight the contradictions and possible misreadings within the sitterâ€˜s legacy over time.Framing exclusively shows portraits of female figures. The origin portraits are all held in public collections and
thus are conserved in institutional hands. Analyzing how power and value are distributed, her depiction of the female subject as well as the ostentatious picture frame works as playful comment on gender and high-culture.
The works raise questions on the perception of painting and as well as female representation in art.Josefine Reisch lives and works in London. She graduated from Kunstakademie DÃ¼sseldorf in 2013 and completed her
MFA Fine Arts from Goldsmith University of London in 2017. Her works have been shown amongst others at Zabludowicz Collection, London; Bobâ€™s Pogo Bar at KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin; Mothers and
Daughters at Beusschouwburg, Brussels; Kunsthaus NRW, Aachen; the 31st Biennal of Ljubljana and Fiorucci Art Trustâ€™s Vulcano Extravaganza on Stromboli.Link: Josefine Reisch at Noah KlinkThe post Josefine
Reisch at Noah Klink first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Pieter SchoolwerthVenue:Â Friedrich Petzel Gallery, New YorkExhibition Title:Â Shifted SimsDate: September 3 â€“ October 31, 2020Click here to
view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Friedrich Petzel Gallery, New YorkPress Release:The hidden cost of 21st-century convenience is that you
are stalked by a muzzy dread, a feeling that everything you do inflicts some distant unseen harm. The extraordinary events of 2020 sharpen focus on the disastrous and racialized consequences of this estrangement. In
Shifted Sims, his first solo exhibition at Petzel Gallery in New York, Schoolwerth gives form to the condition of being â€œremoteâ€• and retreating into masksâ€”from the N95 to the quarantine selfie. Whatâ€™s more, he
pressures painting to catch up to the surge of online profiles, identities without bodies, that teem at the surface of this â€œonce-removedâ€• existence.Schoolwerthâ€™s psychoactive tableaus depict CGI avatars let loose
in the digital froth: a Baywatch-y beach, a fashion-brand showroom, a furry orgy. He pulls these scenes from screenshots of The Sims 4, the strategic life-simulation computer game where anything goesâ€”or does it?
Trailing every avatar is an estranged silhouetted double, snapped into existence by the â€œshiftâ€• of Shifted Sims. Each composition has been superimposed, askew, over the photograph of a handmade 3D relief
sculpture of the image. What appears is a shadow realm of vestigial matter, yanked into view on inkjet-printed canvases and parceled in paint.It is a taut braid of formal practice and allegory, one that questions
paintingâ€™s viability in the age of the internet. In the 2019 monograph Model as Painting, he delineates how these â€œforces of abstractionâ€• conceal labor and infrastructure under a late-capitalist mirage of
frictionless, disembodied connectivity. This schism plunges down to the scale of the individual, pitting avatar protagonist against human penumbra. Western painting tradition, with its claims to authenticity and
representation, is pulled into this Thunderdome of online subject-formation.The works in Shifted Sims question expressionismâ€™s historical claims to transcendent interiority. Schoolwerth renders the Simsâ€™ faces
with striking impasto marks that â€œexpressionize the avatar,â€• humanizing these subjects through visibly manual, painterly gestures. But these subjective punctures of the digital network may be fleeting. Appearing on
the canvas next to perfectly raked furrows of paintâ€”Schoolwerthâ€™s proxy for repressed physical infrastructureâ€”expressionism becomes one style among many, attenuating its status as exalted painterly
communiquÃ©. Youâ€™re left with the dark thou
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